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Web_Soc: A Socratic-Dialectic-Based Collaborative
Tutoring System on the World Wide Web
Kuo-En Chang, Yao-Ting Sung, Kang-Yuu Wang, and Chien-Yuu Dai
Abstract—A Web_Soc tutoring system for recursion concept
learning is proposed. The system integrates different modes
of learning, synchronous and asynchronous, collaborative and
individualized, into a World Wide Web (WWW) environment. The
paper proposes a collaborative learning protocol. Based on the
protocol, the principles of the Socratic dialogue are applied to the
collaborative learning of recursion concepts. In order to evaluate
the effects on learning of the Web_Soc system, an educational
experiment was conducted. The results show that the effects from
the Web_Soc system were more obvious than merely studying
articles.
Index Terms—Cooperative/collaborative learning, recursion
learning, socratic dialectic, web-based learning environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
T
HE use of collaborative learning in the classroom has
proventobe effectiveinimprovingacademicachievement
[1]–[4], motivation for learning [5], and social interaction [3].
As a result, some researchers say that the exploration into
collaborative learning is one of the greatest topics in education
studies in half a century [3].
Collaborative learning in the classroom has received consid-
erable attention from education scholars. In addition, with the
booming popularity of the Internet, studies into the creation of
collaborative learning environments on the Internet have also
become a topic of great interest for many researchers [6]–[9].
According to the styles of learners’ interaction, collaborative
network-based learning can be divided into at least two cat-
egories: the asynchronous type and the synchronous type. In
an asynchronous environment, learners can post their opinions
aboutthetopicbeingcollaborativelyexploredandcommunicate
with one another and solve problems at different times. The ad-
vantage of such an environment is freedom from the constraints
of time, space, and members, so that the members have suffi-
cient time to reflect on the topic and refine the expression of
their thoughts [10], [11]. As a result, there is lessanxiety caused
by the communication [10]. The disadvantage is that with the
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absence of supervision and control from teachers, it becomes
harder to have a firm grasp of the learning process for an indi-
vidual learner.
In synchronous learning, members in a group learn collab-
oratively at the same time since they are on-line together. It is
closertoreal-lifecollaborativesituationsintermsofsocialinter-
action, and the learning process for each member is more easily
observed. Therefore, in recent years many researchers have de-
voted considerable effort to studies of synchronous, collabora-
tive learning on the network [6], [12]–[14].
Socraticdialogueisamethodtoclarifypeople’sconceptsand
thoughtsbymeansofengaginginconversation.ItwasSocrates’
belief that in the process of dialogue, students can have their
own concepts clarified, and the topic being discussed will be
better defined, too. In other words, Socrates thought truth can
be attained when incorrect and incomplete concepts are con-
stantly rectified. Socrates adopted a strategy of bombarding his
studentswithaseriesofquestions,leadingthemtocontinuously
examine their own concepts. Through this interaction the goals
of learning can be achieved. For more applications of Socratic
dialogue to learning refer to [15]–[20].
Understanding the concept of recursion can help students
study complicated data structures and programming method-
ology [21]. The importance of recursion in the domain of
computer science is widely recognized [22], [23]. This study
attempts to build a collaborative learning system based on
recursion programming with the functions of the Socratic
dialogue.
In summary, a new system, named Web_Soc, was built on the
World Wide Web (WWW) platform. Its content is dedicated to
the learning of recursion concepts, and its structure is based on
Socratic dialog.
II. PRINCIPLES OF SOCRATIC DIALOGUE
In Socratic dialogue, the whole dialectic process can be di-
vided into three stages: 1) systematic questioning; 2) induc-
tive reasoning; and 3) universal definitions [19]. In these three
phases, different dialectic strategies (denoted as ST-1 to ST-11)
can be used, and are as follows:
(1) Systematic questioning stage
ST-1: Present different examples to the
students
ST-2:Recall knowledge with which the stu-
dent is already familiar
(2) Inductive reasoning stage
ST-3: Ask the students to present proof
(or ask why)
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ST-4: Determine the students’ phraseology
and meaning
ST-5: Ask for predictions
ST-6: Present counterexamples
ST-7: Probe reasoning strategy and hypoth-
esis testing
ST-8: Entrap the student when he has not
identified all the relevant factors
ST-9: Question further
(3) Universal definitions stage
ST-10: Assist the student in establishing
new rules
ST-11: Ask the student to apply the new
rules
Twoexamplesfollowthatexplaintheapplicationofstrategies
inthelearningofrecursionconcepts.(Crepresentsthecomputer
tutor and S represents the student.)
A. Example 1: Factorial Function
Function fact( : integer)
Begin
if then (base term)
else (inductance step)
End
The Socratic dialogues in this system for learning recursion
are as follows:
C : What do you think (ST-1)
S:0 .
C : Why? (ST-3)
S : Because fact(0) does not use any recursive call.
C:Norecursivecalldoesnotmeanthattheprogramshould
not be executed!. (ST-9)
S : Indeed.
C : So can you execute the program?. (ST-4)
S : The answer is 0.
C :Let’sinvestigate itfrom a differentdirection,
(ST-1)
S:6 .
C : Didn’t you just answer that If
, then (ST-8)
S:0 .
C : Isn’t that a contradiction? Therefore, only
is correct. (ST-10)
C : Can you tell me what (ST-11)
S : 12.
C :Before, , therefore
(ST-2)
S : 24.
C : If fact(4) is expressed by fact(3), then what will it be?
(ST-5)
S: .
C : Therefore, now what does (ST-5)
S : 24.
C : Why did you just answer incorrectly? (ST-3)
S: BecauseIdirectlycalculatedthevalueoftheparameter.
B. Example 2: Tower of Hanoi Problem
Procedure towers( , frompeg, topeg,
auxpeg)
Begin
if then write(“move disk 1 from
peg”, frompeg, “to peg”, topeg)
else
begin
towers( , frompeg, auxpeg, topeg);
write(“move disk”, , “from peg”,
frompeg, “to peg”, topeg):
towers( , (1), (2), (3));
end
end
The following Socratic dialogue assumes that student has a
misconception about parameter passing.
C: Please fill in the dummy arguments (1), (2), and (3) of
the program? (ST-1)
S: , , and .
C: Why? (ST-3)
S: The first recursive call towers( , frompeg, auxpeg,
topeg) will move disks from frompeg to auxpeg, and
the auxpeg will have disks. In this case we have
to move disks from auxpeg to topeg. So, the auxpeg is
the from peg (assume that the student has a misconcep-
tion about parameter passing). Therefore, we move disks
from frompeg to topeg. To do this we have to set
, , and .
C: Please trace the disk movement when (ST-7)
S:Thefirstdiskmovesfromfrompegtoauxpeg,thesecond
disk moves to topeg, and finally the first disk moves again
to topeg.
C: In the final step, which is the peg the first disk is moved
from? (ST-8)
S: auxpeg.
C: But, why do you fill blank (1) with frompeg?( ST-9)
S: The auxpeg is a from peg, so the auxpeg is frompeg.
C: The computer cannot set frompeg to auxpeg automati-
cally, you have to let the computer know the from peg is
auxpeg. What is the second argument in the procedure def-
inition of towers? (ST-9)
S: frompeg.
C: In order to let the computer know the from peg is
auxpeg, you have to pass the parameter “auxpeg” to the
argument “frompeg”. (ST-10)
S: Okay.
C: What happens if you pass the parameter “frompeg”t o
the argument “frompeg”? (ST-11)
S: There is no disk at the frompeg.
C: Very good! You have understood the real meaning of
parameter passing.
III. COLLABORATIVE LEARNING PROTOCOL
KatzandLesgold[24]proposedthatintheprocessofcollabo-
rativelearning, a tutor should serve three functions: 1) The tutor
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process of accomplishing these students’ giventask; 2) the tutor
should monitor peer collaboration to make sure students pro-
ceedtowardthepredeterminedgoalsoflearning;and3)thetutor
should provide appropriate management for the collaborative
learning procedures, such as assigning student members to col-
laborative groups, choosing tasks with differing levels of diffi-
culty, and identifying the characteristics of individual members
in the groups. This study expands the findings of Katz and Les-
gold and defines the roles that tutors and students should play
in greater detail. The following are their roles and functions.
The roles a tutor should play:
1) Interrogator: The interrogator poses a question according
to the Socratic dialogue strategy. The members of a
collaborative group then provide answers to the in-
terrogator’s question. The question should provide a
common goal in which all the members can learn in
collaboration.
2) Reviewer: The reviewer analyzes the members’ answers,
including whether they answer correctly or whether the
members are able to reach consensus. When there is dis-
agreement among members, the reviewer suggests that
the members communicate to help each other to reach
consensus.
3) Monitor: The monitor records the answers from all mem-
bers and the communications among members in the col-
laborative learning process. The records not only provide
the basis on which the interrogator decides his next ques-
tion, but also provide human teachers insight into the stu-
dents’ learning process.
4) Instructor: The instructor gives individualized instruction
to students who cannot keep up with the progress of their
groupmates.
The roles a student should play:
1) Problem solver: The problem solver contemplates the
questions posed by the tutor and tries to solve them.
2) Commentator: The commentator comments on the an-
swers proposed by other group members.
3) Negotiator: The negotiator initiates dialogues and negoti-
ation when there is a lack of consensus.
4) Mentor: The mentor provides explanations and guid-
ance to members of the group who make mistakes in
answering questions or show confusion about concepts
being learned.
The relationship among the roles of tutor and students in the
collaborative learning process is shown in Fig. 1. The inter-
rogator starts by asking a question, and the reviewer follows by
judging the responses from the group members. If the whole
group reaches a consensus, then the interrogator poses the next
question. But, if the group is unable to reach an agreement,
the reviewer asks the members to hold a discussion (comments
and negotiation) regarding the question. If they fail to agree
even after the discussion, the reviewer asks members who have
grasped the material to assist the ones in the group who have
not. Having been given instruction by their peers, these students
will be asked the same question by the reviewer. Those mem-
bers who continue to make mistakes even after the peers’ tuto-
rial will be singled out, and individualized instruction will be
given to them by the instructor. The remaining members will
continue with their collaborative learning. If the members who
needed additional instruction can catch up with the group, they
will be asked whether they are willing to return to collaborative
learning.Duringthecollaboration,themonitornotifiestheinter-
rogator to pose the nextquestion in accordance with the group’s
progress; the monitor also observes the comments and the ne-
gotiations of the collaborative group in order to offer guidance
based on the group’s progress.
IV. OPERATIONS ON THE WEB_SOC SYSTEM
The Web_Soc learning system is an extension of the indi-
vidualized learning system that was implemented by database
techniques [25]. Before implementation, the authors conducted
a pilot study to collect related information on the proposed
process and correct or incorrect answers for recursion problem
solving. Based on the information collected, dialectical strate-
gies and processes were designed and put into the databases to
derive the dialogues for recursive learning. The system consists
of four modules, recursive problem database, dialectic strategy
database, dialogue control model, and student model [25].
The recursive problem database is a collection of recursive
problems and mistakes students frequently make in the recur-
sion programs. Nineteen problems were designed, and a pilot
study was conducted to collect the possible answers for these
problems. The dialectic strategy database collects the related
data used for the dialectical strategies. When each strategy
shouldbeappliedisalsodescribedinthedatabase.Thedialogue
control model uses the information in the recursive problem
database and the dialectic strategy database to determine the
next problem and dialectical strategy. The dialogue control
model also forms a dialogue in accordance with the student’s
knowledge level, derived from the student model, and conducts
a conversation with the student. The student model judges the
student’s state from his/her answers in the learning dialogues.
This model is used to decide on the next strategy and dialogue.
The details of database implementations are described in [25].
Except for the individualized learning provided by the
system in [25], the Web_Soc system also implemented the
mechanisms to support collaborative learning. The Microsoft
Active Server Page connects the databases and implements
all communication and collaboration functions. All functions
of the Web_Soc system were built in a Web environment as
shown in Fig. 2. The Web_Soc learning system integrates
different types of learning through networking technology.
The user (teacher or student) working within the browser
is free to choose the learning mode that best meets his/her
own needs- synchronous or asynchronous, collaborative or
individualized. In the Web_Soc, the user may choose between
the collaborative learning system, the individualized learning
system, the monitoring system, or the discussion forum.
In the Web_Soc system the student may make his/her own
decision on how to learn according to his/her progress. The stu-
dent may either choose to learn with other students using the
collaborative learning system, or choose to learn on an individ-
ualized system. In the collaborative learning system, the inter-
action among users is carried out synchronously. The individu-72 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON EDUCATION, VOL. 46, NO. 1, FEBRUARY 2003
Fig. 1. Collaborative learning protocol.
alized learning system can make up for the shortcomings of the
collaborativelearningprocess.Groupmemberswhounderstand
material more slowly can benefit from customized instruction.
Theteachermayusethemonitoringsystemtoobservestudents’
progress and to see how they are doing with their discussions.
Using the monitoring system, the teacher can also assist the stu-
dents by sending synchronous messages that serve as guidance.
The discussion forum provides asynchronous learning. In the
forum students can have discussions with other students or the
teachers, or they may post articles. The following subsections
discuss the functions of the three systems in the Web_Soc syn-
chronous learning; the asynchronous learning functions of the
discussion forum will be explained in Section V.
A. Collaborative Learning
The collaborative learning system helps the group members
learn in a synchronous manner on the web. The flow of the col- Fig. 2. Web_Soc learning system.CHANG et al.: WEB_SOC 73
Fig. 3. Collaborative learning interface.
Fig. 4. Discussion among group members.
laborative learning process is based on the protocol shown in
Fig. 1, and the user interface is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The Web_Soc system begins by picking one recursion
problem and displaying it in the Problem Box. Then, using So-
cratic dialogue strategy, a question for the problem is generated
by the system and displayed in the Tutor Box. The question
starts the collaborative learning among group members. At this
moment the system functions as the interrogator (see Fig. 1).
Possible answers to the question in the Tutor Box appear as
selection items in the Answer List, so that members who serve
as the problem solvers can select their choices. The answers
chosen are recorded in the system and used by the monitoring
system.
All members in a collaborative group do not necessarily an-
swer a question with the same speed. The Student Status in
Fig. 3 displays user progress; green and red lights show a stu-
dents’ progress in learning. When the green light is on, the stu-
dent is still thinking, and not ready to give an answer; when the
redlightison,achoicehasbeenmade,andthestudentiswaiting
for the other members to reply.
IfWeb_Socfindsmemberschoosingdifferentanswers,itdis-
plays a message, such as “Would you further discuss the ques-
tion and come up with the same answer?”, as shown in Fig. 4,
in the Tutor Box asking all members to reach an agreed answer
through discussion. The system functions and serves as the re-
viewer (Fig. 1). The members can communicate with one an-
other on-line using the Communication Box to reach a uniform
Fig. 5. Operations on an individualized learning system.
answer (Fig. 4). The user first types a message in the Communi-
cation Box and presses the Submit Button. Then the message is
sent to other members’ Discussion Boxes. During the commu-
nication, the system acts like the monitor in Fig. 1 and makes
a record of the communications among members. The record is
then used by the monitoring system.
On the other hand, the member can take a role of commen-
tator, negotiator, or mentor during the communication. When
thememberactsasacommentator,themembertypescomments
in the Communication Box to respond to the answers proposed
by other group members. If the member initiates dialogues and
negotiation in the Communication Box when there is a lack of
consensus among group members, the member acts as a nego-
tiator. The member may be a mentor when he provides expla-
nations and guidance to other members who make mistakes or
show confusion in answering questions.
B. Individualized Learning
The individualized learning system, shown in Fig. 5, works
like the instructor in Fig. 1. Students can use the system to learn
from remote locations via the web. This web communication
givesstudentsagreaterflexibilityinchoosingthetimeandplace
to go on-line; they do not need to wait for other students to
participate.
By engaging the student in one-on-one dialogues, the indi-
vidualized learning system does a better job in giving assistance
to students according to their individual differences. The major
difference between its user interface and that of the collabora-
tive learning system resides in the lack of the Discussion Box
and the Communication Box.
C. Teacher Monitoring
In the course of collaborative learning, a teacher can use the
monitoring system to observe the progress of all group mem-
bers and give guidance. Fig. 6 shows the user interface of the
monitoring system.
In the monitoring system the teacher starts by selecting
a problem from the Problem List. Then, the group and the
member whom the teacher wants to observe are selected from
Group List and Student List, respectively. For the chosen group,
the teacher can watch the process of collaborative dialogue
among the members (as displayed in the Discussion Record).74 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON EDUCATION, VOL. 46, NO. 1, FEBRUARY 2003
Fig. 6. Monitoring system.
Fig. 7. Discussion forum.
For the student, the teacher can observe the learning process
in the group collaboration. The answers given by a student
in a learning process are displayed in the Answer Record. In
addition, the teacher can communicate with the selected group
by sending and receiving messages using the Communication
Box. When the teacher types a message into the box, all mem-
bers of the collaborative group receive the teacher’s message
at the same time.
According to the observations using the monitoring system,
the teacher can determine students’ learning states to find who
are slower students, and ask the members with quicker learning
abilities to help the slower members
V. ASYNCHRONOUS DISCUSSION FORUM
The user interface of the discussion forum is similar to a bul-
letin board system as shown in Fig. 7. The discussion forum en-
ables message exchange between the user and the system using
theActiveServerPage(orASP) technology.When auser enters
thediscussionforum,theserverreadsdiscussionmessagesfrom
the database and displays the messages on the client terminal.
As seen in Fig. 7, the “topic,” “author,” and “transmission date”
fields of each message are displayed. After the user has selected
a posting in the forum, he/she can read the posting as shown
in Fig. 8. Meanwhile, the user can also post messages (NEW),
reply to other peoples’ postings (REPLY), or send e-mail to the
author of a posting (EMAIL TO AUTHOR).
Fig. 8. Reading an article in the discussion forum.
Since asynchronous learning on the discussion forum does
not demand students’ participation, those with less confidence
areallowedmoreopportunitytoobserveother’sopinions.Thus,
these students are not prevented from learning just because they
are too shy to have conversations with others [11].
VI. EXPERIMENT
PreviousstudieshavedemonstratedthattheSocraticdialectic
process is helpful for students’ learning [17], [19], [20], [26],
[27]. To investigate the learning effect of the Socratic dialectic
process on recursion concepts, the authors designed a simple
experiment to evaluate this system.
A. Participants and Design
The participants in this experiment were 48 freshmen and
juniors from National Taiwan Normal University. They were
taking lessons in the Pascal programming language as a part
of their “Introduction to Computers” course. The students were
randomly assigned to eitherone experimentalgroup or one con-
trol group. Each group contained 24 students.
The experimental design involved one between-subject
factor, i.e., groups, including one control group and one exper-
imental group; and one within-subject factor, the pretest and
post-test of students’ abilities at recursion programming.
B. Materials
Measures: Two parallel versions of the Recursion Achieve-
ment Test (abbreviated as RAT and one of RAT is shown in
Appendix ) were constructed to measure students’ ability to do
recursion programming before and after the experiment. Each
test included 25 multiple-choice items. Each item was worth
fourpoints.Forty-eightsophomorestookthetests,andtheirdata
were submitted for item analysis. The analysis showed that the
Kuder-Richardson reliability coefficients [28] for the two tests
were0.72and0.78;andthesplit-halfreliabilitycoefficients[28]
were 0.63 and 0.65. The Pearson Product-Moment correlation
coefficient [29] of the two versions of the tests was 0.85. One
version of the tests was used to pretest and the other to posttest.
Instructional Materials: The teaching materials used in this
experiment are problems of recursion programming taken from
the course “Introduction to Computers.” The researchers de-
signed nineteen types of recursion problems.CHANG et al.: WEB_SOC 75
TABLE I
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
PRE- AND POSTTEST SCORES
TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE POSTTEST SCORES BY GROUPS
(probability of obtaining such a value) .05, meaning
that the probability of making an error is lower than five per-
cent when stating that there exists difference between pre- and
posttest, or there exists interaction effect between group and
test[29].
C. Procedure
1) The participants took theRATpretest two days before the
experiment. The test lasted for about 30 min.
2) Two days after the pretest the students in experimental
group were randomly divided into six teams. Each team
used the Socratic collaborative learning system for syn-
chronous learning two times, each time for 50 min. This
experimental phase took one week. During this period,
the control group studied articles related to questions
about recursion by themselves.
3) Whentheexperimentwasfinished,thestudentsinthetwo
groups took the RAT posttest for 30 min.
D. Results
The authors collected the RAT scores for the two groups.
Table I shows the means and standard deviations of the scores.
A 2 (groups) 2 (pretest and posttest) mixed design analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the posttest scores. The
results of ANOVA are shown in Table II.
As evident from Table II, the main effect of the group was
not significant ( ), although that of the
test was significant ( ). The interaction
effect between group and test was also significant (
).Thesignificantinteractionmeansthattheremay
exist different intervening effects on the two groups at different
testing phases, or that there may exist different between-test
scores in the two groups.
The simple main effect analysis indicates that the RAT
scores of the two groups were not different in the pretest
( ), but that they were different in
the posttest ( ). This result indi-
cates that the experimental group outperformed the control
group in the posttest. Furthermore, there were significant
differences between the pre- and post-test scores of the exper-
imental group ( ) and control group
( ), meaning that both groups had
improvedafterlearning. However,sincethe experimentalgroup
scored higher than the control group, the treatment effect from
the Web_Soc system was more obvious than merely studying
articles.
VII. CONCLUSION
PreviousstudieshavedemonstratedthattheSocraticdialectic
process helps students learn science [26], [27] and mathematics
[17]. In this paper, the authors demonstrated that students’
recursion concepts could benefit from the Socratic dialectic
process, too. Moreover, many previous systems for recursion
learning focused on the individualized learning [30]–[33],
while the potential facilitating effects of collaborative learning
were ignored. The cooperative mechanisms implemented in
the Web_Soc system helped students share and communicate
their ideas; this social scaffolding from peers might play an
important role in improving their abilities.
The Web_Soc system successfully integrates different modes
of learning, synchronous and asynchronous, collaborative and
individualized, and use of the Socratic dialectic principles into
a web-based environment. Aiming to seek more flexible and
effective ways of programming instruction, the authors believe
that such a design may serve as a good example for instruction
of recursion concepts.
Teachers can use the Web_Soc system in their classroom.
At first, the teachers divide students into groups, and let mem-
bers of the group learn collaboratively in the Web_Soc system.
During collaborative learning, the teachers can review the stu-
dents’ learning processes using the monitoring system. Based
on the students’ learning processes, the teachers decide who are
quicker learners or slower learners. The teachers may ask the
quickerlearnerstohelptheslowerlearnersorletslowerlearners
accept an instruction in the individualized learning system.
Although the focus of this research was on learning recur-
sion concepts, dialectical strategies are useful for many pur-
poses and can be applied to other domains, especially for pro-
cedural knowledge subjects [17].
Because the system was implemented by database tech-
niques, the authors can put different contents into tables of
database to change knowledge subject of the system. The
application of dialectical strategies focuses on the special
nature of the subject and adapts a problem-solving approach.
Thus, the learning scenario uses problems as a base. Each
problem corresponds to some important concepts. The possible
answers to the problems should be investigated to determine
possible student answers. For different problems and different
answers, a different dialectic strategy will be used to drive
dialogue. Before putting data into a database, the authors
have to pre-design dialogues according to relations among
problems, answers, and dialectic strategies. After finishing the
pilot studies on dialogues, problems and answers collection,
and relations to the dialectic strategies, these data can be placed
into tables of the database for changing the knowledge subject
of the system.76 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON EDUCATION, VOL. 46, NO. 1, FEBRUARY 2003
APPENDIX
1. Given a recursion program as follows
function fact( : integer): integer;
begin
if then
else ;
end;
(1). ( ) (A) 6 (B) 5 (C) 10 (D) 15 (E) 24.
(2). ( ) (A) 44 (B) 120 (C) 122 (D) 1024 (E) no
result, since it runs infinitely.
(3). ( ) (A) 3 (B) 2 (C) 1 (D) 1 (E) no
result, since it runs infinitely.
(4). ( ) (A) 2 (B) 1 (C) 0 (D) 1 (E) no result,
since it runs infinitely.
2. Given a recursion program:
function calc( : integer): integer;
begin
if then
else ;
end;
(5). ( ) (A) 3 (B) 5 (C) 6 (D) 7 (E) 8 (F) 9 (G) 10
(H) 11
(6). ( ) (A) 15 (B) 16 (C) 17 (D) 18 (E) 19 (F)
20(G) 21 (H) 22
3. Given a recursion program:
procedure num( : integer);
begin
if ( ) then
;
;
end;
(7). ( ) (A) 12345 (B) 54321 (C) 2345 (D) 5432
(E) no output
(8). ( ) (A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 11 (D) it runs infinitely
(E) no output
(9). ( ) (A) 3 (B) (C)
(D) it runs infinitely (E) no output
4. For the program
function num( : integer): integer;
begin
if ( ) then
;
end;
(10). ( ) the output of num can be divided by ?
(A) 3 (B) 4 (C) 6 (D) 9 (E) uncertain
5. For the function as follows:
function count( : integer): integer;
begin
;
end;
(11). ( ) (A) 24 (B) 15 (C) 10 (D) 4 (E) no
results, since it runs infinitely.
(12). ( ) (A) 12 (B) 6(C) 3 (D) 1 (E) no result,
since it runs infinitely.
6. Given a procedure:
procedure backword1( : integer);
begin
if ( ) then write(1)
else
begin
;
;
end;
end;
(13). ( ) (A) 54321 (B) 12345 (C) 5432
(D) 2345 (E) no output.
(14). ( ) (A) 1 (B) 10(C) 101 (D) no
output (E) it runs infinitely.
7. Given a procedure:
procedure backword( : integer);
begin
if ( ) then
begin
;
;
end;
end;
(15). ( ) (A) 543210 (B) 12345 (C) 2346
(D) 54321 (E) no output
(16). ( ) (A) 12 (B) 012 (C) 1 (D) no output
(E) it runs infinitely
8. Given a program
procedure R ( : integer);
begin
if ( ) then
begin
;
;
;
;
end;
end;
(17). ( ) (A) 3210 (B) 4321001234 (C) 43211234
(D) 321123 (E) 32100123
(18). ( ) (A) 00 (B) 1 (C) 0110 (D) infinite loop (E)
no output
9. Give a function:CHANG et al.: WEB_SOC 77
function cal1( : integer): integer;
begin
if ( ) then
else if ( ) then
else ;
end;
(19). ( ) (A) 5 (B) 6 (C) 7 (D) 8 (E) 9
(20). ( ) (A) 6 (B) 7 (C) 8 (D) 9 (E) 10
(21). ( ) (A) 21 (B) 22 (C) 23 (D) 24 (E) 25
10. Given a function:
function cal2( : integer): integer;
begin
if ( ) then
else if ( ) then
else if ( ) then
else ;
end;
(22). ( ) (A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 4 (E) 6
(23). ( ) (A) 6 (B) 7 (C) 8 (D) 9 (E) 10
(24). ( ) (A) 14 (B) 13 (C) 12 (D) 11 (E) 10
11. If the following function calculate , how do you fill the
blank (a)?
function pow( , : integer): integer;
begin
if ( ) then
else
end;
(25). ( ) (A) (B) (C)
(D) (E)
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